Dear ITCC Members,

I’d like to invite you to the next ITCC meeting on Wednesday, November 14, in the Faculty Lounge (first floor, room 136) of the ECE Dept., 4-5:30 PM.

Here’s the proposed agenda:

- Approve October minutes
- CIO Search update (Don)
- Wireless upgrades (Dan),
- ITSM (Vicki),
- XP Phase Out (Vicki),
- CS 1st Floor Relocation planning (John),
- It Satisfaction Survey (Meg),
- EdTechU (Meg),
- eFellows (Meg),
- Introduction of new CTS Manager (Meg)

It’s a pretty full agenda, so if other topics are desired some of these might get pushed to December.

Please remember to send a proxy if you can’t make it.

Thanks!

Yours truly,

Don

Donald C. Wunsch, Ph.D., MBA, PE
Mary K. Finley Missouri Distinguished Professor
Missouri University of Science & Technology
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
301 W 16th
131 EECH
Rolla MO 65409

(573) 341-4521
Subject: Todays ITCC Meeting

From: Wunsch, Donald C.
To: itcc-grp@mst.edu
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 1:45 PM

Dear ITCC Members:

The revised agenda is now:

- Approve October minutes
- CIO Search update (Don)
- Wireless upgrades (Dan),
- CS 1st Floor Relocation planning (John),
- It Satisfaction Survey (Meg),
- EdTechU (Meg),
- eFellows (Meg),
- Introduction of new CTS Manager (Meg)
- Email security (general discussion)

This is based on a request I received to cover the email security issue. Anybody who is presenting something, please send me your slides or paragraphs in advance so I can incorporate them into the minutes. It’s a full agenda, so please plan to get through your presentations quickly. Thanks!

See you soon!

Yours truly,

Don

Donald C. Wunsch, Ph.D., MBA, PE
Mary K. Finley Missouri Distinguished Professor
Missouri University of Science & Technology
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
301 W 16th
131 EECH
Rolla MO 65409
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